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Jan, 2011

300 km (patnitop, nathatop, madha)

This is the third Himalayan expedition and I am not going back home without ‘snow-cycling’.
Already I am at a juncture with a major twist in my personal and professional life. With the launch of
my new venture ,athi’s bicycle club, bicycling will not only be my hobby and passion but will also be
my livelihood.
Had spotted snow-capped peaks the very
first day of my trip. The chill was in the
air by evening and so was excitement!
I

was

warned

about

the

military

sensitivity in these parts of the country,
especially as jan 26th was approaching. I
had strategically downsized my baggage
and maintained an appearance which I
thought might help me. It indeed helped
me cycle past military check posts and

near udhampur

road blocks.
Come chenani and I was thrilled to see
snow

capped

mountains

at

close

proximity. Momentarily I forgot about the
military issue and climbed on a small rock
to take a snap. The next moment I was
surrounded by gun wielding army men. I
tried to stay calm and explain my way out
of the situation but it took about an hour,
and a clever phone call my smart sister at
AFMC, to convince them that I was not a
militant!

getting closer and closer

Reached a place named kud, some 100 km
from jammu, the second night. Heavy clouds
and very cool breeze assured one thing. Fresh
snowfall at night. The next day sun rose to the
most exciting day of my cycling life!

sunrise around 8 am near kud
All along I had seen people rushing to srinagar but I always prefer lesser known destinations. So it
was destination patnitop. I knew I had taken the right decision when I saw the first glimpse of snow
around 9 am. The terrain was tough and the chill unbearable. But the fact that I was finally going to
do what I had been dreaming for several years helped me pedal ahead. Perspiring was always a part
of cycling but this was the first time in my life that it happened while snowing!

heaven-in-white (after years of dreaming and days of cycling!)

kud-patnitop-nathatop-kud the best circuit of my cycling life!
Has it ever happened that you have got what you always wanted, you are thankful and when you are
about to go you get a second serving! That’s what happened on the third day of my trip. It was
actually 26th of January and a curfew was on preventing vehicles on the road. So I stayed off the main
road and followed a dirt path. Few kilometers ahead I got a hint that I am heading towards
something. Madha was indeed something. More snaps from patnitop and madha followed.

dreams brought me all the way..but where do I go from here..stay tuned with www.athirup.com to know more

